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A best seller in France, with over 400,000 copies sold, and currently being translated into eighteen
languages, Fault Lines is the new novel from internationally-acclaimed and best-selling author Nancy
Huston. Huston's novel is a profound and poetic story that traces four generations of a single family from
present-day California to WW II¨Cera Germany. Fault Lines begins with Sol, a gifted, terrifying child whose
mother believes he is destined for greatness partly because he has a birthmark like his dad, his grandmother,
and his great-grandmother. When Sol's family makes an unexpected trip to Germany, secrets begin to
emerge about their history during World War II. It seems birthmarks are not all that's been passed down
through the bloodlines. Closely observed, lyrically told, and epic in scope, Fault Lines is a touching, fearless,
and unusual novel about four generations of children and their parents. The story moves from the West Coast
of the United States to the East, from Haifa to Toronto to Munich, as secrets unwind back through time until
a devastating truth about the family's origins is reached. Huston tells a riveting, vigorous tale in which love,
music, and faith rage against the shape of evil.
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From reader reviews:

Jodie Long:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be update about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era which is always change and make progress. Some of
you maybe may update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems
coming to you actually is you don't know what one you should start with. This Fault Lines is our
recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and need
in this era.

Lisa Langlais:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the subject Fault Lines suitable
to you? The particular book was written by well-known writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Fault
Linesis the main one of several books which everyone read now. This book was inspired a number of people
in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new dimension that you ever know just before. The
author explained their idea in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to be aware of the core of
this e-book. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. So that you can see the
represented of the world with this book.

Alva Sexton:

With this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability in doing something more are more
special than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What
you need to do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One
of many books in the top listing in your reading list is Fault Lines. This book that is certainly qualified as
The Hungry Mountains can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upward and review this
guide you can get many advantages.

Monique Hightower:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got learners? We believe that that question was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you also
know that little person including reading or as looking at become their hobby. You need to understand that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to provide you
knowledge, except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update with regards to
something by book. Numerous books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is actually
Fault Lines.
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